In this paper, we discuss an extension to two popular approaches to modelling complex structures in ecological data: the generalized additive model (GAM) and the hierarchical model (HGLM). The hierarchical GAM (HGAM), allows modelling of nonlinear functional relationships between covariates and outcomes where the shape of the function itself varies between different grouping levels. We describe the theoretical connection between these models, HGLMs and GAMs, explain how to model different assumptions about the degree of inter-group variability in functional response, and show how HGAMs can be readily fitted using existing GAM software, the mgcv package in R. We also discuss computational and statistical issues with fitting these models, and demonstrate how to fit HGAMs on example data.
assumed to be totally smooth (such as a straight line) by penalizing squared deviations from 48 that totally smooth function.
49
Given this connection, a natural extension to the standard GAM framework is to allow smooth 50 functional relationships between predictor and response to vary between groups, but in such a 51 way that the different functions are in some sense pooled toward a common shape. We often 52 want to know both how functional relationships vary between groups, and if a relationship 53 holds across groups. We will refer to this type of model as a hierarchical GAM, or HGAM. Figure 1: Hypothetical example of functional variability between different group levels. Each line indicates how the abundance for different species of fish in a community might vary as a function of average water temperature. The orange species shows lower abundance at all temperatures, and the red and blue species differ at which temperature they can achieve the maximum possible size. However, all three curves are similiarly smooth and peak close to one another relative to the entire range of tested temperatures. is the inverse link function. Hereafter, we will refer to these smooth functions as smoothers.
93
In the example equation above, there are J smoothers and each is a function of only one 94 covariate, though it is possible to construct smoothers of multiple variables.
95
Each smoother f j is represented by a sum of K simpler, fixed basis functions (b j,k ) multiplied 96 by corresponding coefficients (β j,k ), which need to be estimated:
K, referred to as "basis size", "basis complexity" or "basis richness", determines the maximum 98 complexity of each smoother.
99
It would seem that large basis size could lead to overfitting, but this counteracted by a 100 smoothing penalty that influences basis function coefficients so as to prevent excess wiggliness 101 and ensure that appropriate complexity of each smoother. For each smoother, one or more 102 penalty matrices (S), specific to the form of the basis functions, is pre-and post-multiplied by shape of the resulting smoother. Data (points) were generated from the blue function and 108 noise added to them. In the left plot λ was estimated using Restricted Maximum Likelihood
109
(REML) to give a good fit to the data, in the middle plot λ was set to zero, so the penalty has 110 no effect and the function interpolates the data, the right plot shows when λ is set to a very 111 large value, so the penalty removes all terms that have any wiggliness, giving a straight line.
112
To measure the complexity of a penalized smooth terms we use the effective degrees of freedom
113
(EDF), which at a maximum is the number of coefficients to be estimated in the model, minus Random effects are also "smooths" in this framework. In this case, the penalty matrix is variable, that takes a value of 1 for any observation in that group and 0 for any observation 126 not in the group. The penalty matrix for these terms is a n g by n g identity matrix, where 127 n g is the number of groups. This means that each group-level coefficient will be penalized 128 in proportion to its squared deviation from zero. This is equivalent to how random effects 129 are estimated in standard mixed effect models. The penalty term is then proportional to the assume that a one degree change in temperature would equate to a one second change in time.
176
Instead, a tensor product allows us to create a new set of basis functions that allow for each 177 marginal function (here temperature and time) to have its own marginal smoothness penalty.
178
A different basis can be used in each marginal smooth, as required for the data at hand.
179
There are two approaches used in mgcv for generating tensor products. The first approach 
239
We will discuss the trade-offs between different models and guidelines about when each of 240 these models is appropriate in section V. The remainder of this section will focus on how to 241 specify each of these five models using mgcv.
242

Coding hierarchical GAMs in R 243
Each of the models in Figure 4 can be coded straightforwardly in mgcv. with R, to recode the Plant variable as an unordered factor Plant_uo 1 .
254
1 Note that mgcv requires that grouping or categorical variables be coded as factors in R; it will will raise an error message if passed data coded as character. It is also important to know whether the factor is coded as ordered or unordered (see ?factor for more details on this). This matters when fitting groupwise smoothers using the by= argument (as is used for fitting models 3 and 5, shown below). If the factor is unordered, mgcv will set up a model with one smoother for each grouping level. If the factor is ordered, mgcv will set any basis functions for the first grouping level to zero. In model 3 the ungrouped smoother will then correspond creating a species-specific migration curve that gave the probability of finding an individual 260 of a given species in a given location, then simulated the distribution of individuals across 261 sites using a multinomial distribution, and subsampling that using a binomial distribution to to the first grouping level, rather than the average functional response, and the group-specific smoothers will correspond to deviations from the first group. In model 5, using an ordered factor will result in the first group not having a smoother associated with it at all. data processing steps.
273
A single common smoother for all observations (Model 1) 274 We start with the simplest model we can in our framework and include many details here to 275 ensure that readers are comfortable with the terminology and R functions we are going to use 276 later.
277
For our CO2 data set, we will model log e (uptake) as a function of two smoothers: a thin plate 278 regression spline of log e -concentration, and a random effect for plant to model plant-specific 279 intercepts. Mathematically:
where ζ Plant_uo is the random effect for plant and ε i is a Gaussian error term. Here we assume 281 that log e (uptake i ) is normally distributed.
282
In R we can write our model as:
283
CO2_mod1 <-gam(log(uptake)~s(log(conc), k=5, bs="tp") + s(Plant_uo, k=12, bs="re"), data=CO2, method="REML", family="gaussian") This is a common GAM structure, with a single smooth term for each variable. Specifying 284 the model is similar to specifying a GLM in R via glm(), with the addition of s() terms 285 to include one-dimensional or isotropic multidimensional smoothers. The first argument to 286 s() are the terms to be smoothed, the type of smoother to be used for the term is specified 287 by the bs argument, and the maximum number of basis functions is specified by k. There 288 are different defaults in mgcv for k, depending on the type of smoother chosen; here we use 289 a tprs smoother (bs="tp") for the concentration smoother, and set k=5 as there are only 7 290 separate values of concentration measured, so the default k=10 (for tprs) would be too high; 291 further, setting k=5 saves on computational time (see section V). The random effect smoother 292 (bs="re") that we used for the Plant_uo factor has a default k equal to the number of levels 293 in the grouping variable (here, 12). We specified k=12 just to make this connection apparent. 
306
For our bird example, we model the count of birds as a function of location and time, including 307 their interaction. For this we structure the model as:
where we assume that count i ∼ Poisson. For the smooth term, f , we employ a tensor product 309 of latitude and week, using a thin plate regression spline (TPRS) for the marginal latitude timing. The rest of this section will focus on how to model this type of variation. is given its own penalty 3 .
341
We modify the previous CO 2 model to incorporate group-level smoothers as follows:
where f Plant_uo i (log e (conc i )) is the smoother for concentration for the given plant. In R we 343 then have:
344
CO2_mod2 <-gam(log(uptake)~s(log(conc), k=5, m=2) + s(log(conc), Plant_uo, k=5, bs="fs", m=2), data=CO2, method="REML") Figure 10 shows the fitted smoothers for CO2_mod2. The plots of group-specific smoothers 345 indicate that plants differ not only in average log-uptake (which would correspond to each 346 plant having a straight line at different levels for the group-level smoother), but differ slightly 347 in the shape of their functional responses. Figure 11 shows how the global and group-specific 348 smoothers combine to predict uptake rates for individual plants. We see that, unlike in the 349 single global smoother case above, none of the curves deviate from the data systematically.
350
The factor-smoother interaction-based approach mentioned above does not work for higher-351 dimensional tensor product smoothers. Instead, the group-specific term can be specified with 352 a tensor product of the continuous smoothers and a random effect for the grouping parame-353 ter 4 . e.g.: y~te(x1, x2, bs="tp", m=2) + t2(x1, x2, fac, bs=c("tp","tp","re"), 354 m=2, full=TRUE). We illustrate this approach below on the bird migration data.
355
3 As part of the penalty construction, each group will also have its own intercept (part of the penalized null space), so there is no need to add a separate term for group specific intercepts as we did in model 1. 4 As mentioned in section II, these terms can be specified either with te() or t2() terms. Using t2 as above (with full=TRUE) is essentially a multivariate equivalent of the factor-smoother interaction; it requires more smooth terms than te(), but can be fit using other mixed effects software such as lme4, which is useful when fitting models with a large number of group levels (see Section V on computational issues for details). bird_mod2 <-gam(count~te(week, latitude, bs=c("cc", "tp"), k=c(10, 10), m=c(2, 2)) + t2(week, latitude, species, bs=c("cc", "tp", "re"), k=c(10, 10, 6), m=c(2, 2, 2), full=TRUE), data=bird_move, method="REML", family="poisson", knots = list(week = c(0, 52))) Model 2 is able to effectively capture the observed patterns of interspecific variation in Fitting a separate smoother (with its own penalties) can be done in mgcv by using the by 367 argument in the s() and te() (and related) functions. Therefore, we can code the formula 368 for this model as: 369 y~s(x, bs="tp") + s(x, by=fac, m=1, bs="ts") + s(fac, bs="re") .
Note three major differences here from how model 2 was specified: 370 1. We explicitly include a random effect for the intercept (the bs="re" term), as group-371 specific intercepts are not incorporated into factor by variable smoothers (as would be 372 the case with a factor smoother or a tensor product random effect).
373
2. We explicitly use a basis with a fully penalized null space for the group-level smoother 374 (bs="ts", which is a tprs modified so that the null space terms are also penalized; 375 see ?mgcv::smooth.construct.ts.smooth.spec and Wood (2017a) for details). The 376 by method does not automatically penalize the null space, so there is potential for 377 collinearity between unpenalized components of the global and group-level smoothers.
378
Using ts helps reduce this issue, as the only unpenalized null space terms will occur in 379 the global smoother. an issue when fitting model 3 compared to model 2.
388
We modify the CO2 model to follow this approach like so:
389
CO2_mod3 <-gam(log(uptake)~s(log(conc), k=5, m=2, bs="tp") + s(log(conc), by=Plant_uo, k=5, m=1, bs="ts") + s(Plant_uo, bs="re", k=12), data=CO2, method="REML") Figure 13 shows a subsample of the group-specific smoothers from this model. It is apparent 390 from this that some groups (e.g. Qc1) have very similar shapes to the global smoother 391 (differing only in intercept), others do differ from the global trend, with higher uptake at 392 low concentrations and lower uptake at higher concentrations (e.g. Mc1, Qn1), or the reverse 393 pattern (e.g. Mn1).
394
Using model 3 with higher-dimensional data is also straightforward; by terms work just as 395 well in tensor-product smoothers as they do with isotropic smoothers. We can see this with 396 our bird model: 397 bird_mod3 <-gam(count~species + te(week, latitude, bs=c("cc", "tp"), k=c(10, 10), m=c(2, 2)) + te(week, latitude, by=species, bs= c("cc", "ts"), k=c(10, 10), m=c(1, 1)), data=bird_move, method="REML", family="poisson", knots = list(week = c(0, 52)))
As above, here we used a TPRS shrinkage smoother (bs="ts") for the latitude marginal effect 398 to penalize the null space and avoid issues of collinearity between the global and groupwise
399
smoother.
400
The fitted model for bird_mod3 is visually indistinguishable from bird_mod2 (figure 12) so 401 we do not illustrate it here.
402
Models without global smoothers (models 4 and 5) 403 We can modify the above models to exclude the global term (which is generally faster; see 404 section V). When we do not model the global term, we are allowing each factor to be different,
405
though there may be some similarities in the shape of the functions. have the same smoothness, but that the individual shapes of the smooth terms are not related.
410
Here we just show how to code these models; plotting them works in the same way as for 411 models 1-3 above, the plots for these datasets are very similar to the plots for model 2. This share information on function shape between grouping levels without the global smoother.
416
See section V on computational issues for more on how to choose between different models.
417
CO2_mod4 <-gam(log(uptake)~s(log(conc), Plant_uo, k=5, bs="fs", m=2), data=CO2, method="REML") bird_mod4 <-gam(count~t2(week, latitude, species, bs=c("cc", "tp", "re"), k=c(10, 10, 6), m=c(2, 2, 2)), data=bird_move, method="REML", family="poisson", knots = list(week = c(0, 52)))
Model 5:
418
Model 5 is simply model 3 without the first term: y~fac+s(x, by=fac) or y~fac+te(x1,x2, 419 by=fac) (as above, plots are very similar to model 3).
420
CO2_mod5 <-gam(log(uptake)~s(log(conc), by=Plant_uo, k=5, bs="tp", m=2) + s(Plant_uo, bs="re", k=12), data= CO2, method="REML") bird_mod5 <-gam(count~species + te(week, latitude, by=species, bs= c("cc", "ts"), k=c(10, 10), m=c(2, 2)), data=bird_move, method="REML", family="poisson", knots = list(week = c(0, 52)))
Comparing different HGAM specifications
421
These models can be compared using standard model comparison tools. Model 2 and model 3 422 will generally be nested in model 1 (depending on how each model is specified) so comparisons Table ? ?. Using AIC, there is Resources and their collection and processing are fully described in Lathrop (2000) . meant that data were not counts, and observed densities spanned four orders of magnitude,
481
we modelled density using a Gamma distribution with a log-link. For any net tow sample 482 where a given taxon was not observed, we set that taxon's density to 1000 (the minimum 483 possible sample size) 5 .
484
First, we demonstrate how to model community-level variability in seasonality, by regressing 485 scaled density on day of year, with species-specific curves. As we are not interested here in 486 average seasonal dynamics, we will focus on models 4 and 5 (if we wanted to estimate the 487 seasonal dynamics for rarer species, adding a global smooth term might be useful, so we 488 could could borrow information from the more common species). As the data are seasonal,
489
we use cyclic smoothers as the basis for seasonal dynamics. Therefore we need to specify 490 start and end points for our cycles using the knots argument to gam, as well as specify that 491 this is smoother type to the factor-smooth interaction term using the xt argument (the xt 492 argument is how any extra information that a smoother might need is supplied; see ?mgcv::s 493 for more information). Note that we also include a random effect smoother for both taxon
494
5 A more appropriate model for this data would be to assume that density is left censored, where 1000 is treated as a threshold which the data may lie below, but it is not possible to measure lower than this. However, mgcv does not currently have a left-censored family. The brms package, for Bayesian model fitting, can fit a left-censored Gamma distribution, so it would be possible to fit this model using that software. We discuss using HGAMs in brms in section V.
and taxon:year_f, where year_f is just year transformed into a factor variable, to deal with the fact that average zooplankton densities can show large year-to-year variation. The 496 argument drop.unused.levels=FALSE is also included so the gam function does not drop the 497 year factor levels corresponding to those in the held-out test data set.
498
Model 4:
499 zoo_comm_mod4 <-gam(density_adj~s(day, taxon, bs="fs", k=10, xt=list(bs="cc"))+ s(taxon, year_f, bs="re"), data=zoo_train, knots = list(day =c(0, 365)), family = Gamma(link ="log"), method = "REML", drop.unused.levels = FALSE)
Model 5:
500 # Note that s(taxon, bs="re") has to be explicitly included here, as the # day by taxon smoother does not include an intercept zoo_comm_mod5 <-gam(density_adj~s(day, by=taxon, k=10, bs="cc") + s(taxon, bs="re") + s(taxon, year_f, bs="re"), data=zoo_train, knots = list(day =c(0, 365)), family = Gamma(link ="log"), method = "REML", drop.unused.levels = FALSE) At this stage of the analysis (prior to model-to-model comparisons), it is useful to determine if 501 any of the fitted models adequately describe patterns in the data (i.e. goodness of fit testing).
502
The mgcv package provides tools to facilitate this process, using the gam.check function. out of sample compared to a simple model with only a species-specific intercept ( Table ?? ).
545
Next, we look at how to fit inter-lake variability in dynamics for just Daphnia mendotae. Here,
546
we will compare models 1, 2, and 3 to determine if a single global function is appropriate 547 for all four lakes, or if we can more effectively model variation between lakes with a shared 548 smoother and lake-specific smoothers. 
Model 1:
zoo_daph_mod1 <-gam(density_adj~s(day, bs="cc", k=10)+ s(lake, bs="re") + s(lake, year_f,bs="re"), data=daphnia_train, knots=list(day =c(0, 365)), family=Gamma(link ="log"), method="REML", drop.unused.levels = FALSE)
Model 2:
551 zoo_daph_mod2 <-gam(density_adj~s(day, bs="cc", k=10) + s(day, lake, k=10, bs="fs", xt=list(bs="cc")) + s(lake, year_f,bs="re"), data=daphnia_train, knots=list(day=c(0, 365)), family=Gamma(link ="log"), drop.unused.levels = FALSE, method="REML")
Model 3:
552 zoo_daph_mod3 <-gam(density_adj~s(day, bs="cc", k=10) + s(day, by=lake, k=10, bs="cc")+ s(lake, bs="re") + s(lake, year_f,bs="re"), data=daphnia_train, knots=list(day =c(0, 365)), family=Gamma(link ="log"), method="REML", drop.unused.levels = FALSE)
We will exclude the gam.check diagnostic plots and results, as they do not indicate any issues Figure 16: Raw data (points) and fitted models (lines) for D. mendota data. Green: model 1 (no inter-lake variation in dynamics); orange: model 2 (interlake variation with similar smoothness); purple: model 3 (varying smoothness among lakes). Shaded bands are drawn at ± 2 standard errors around each model. inter-lake variation in seasonal dynamics improved model prediction. None of the models did 561 well in terms of predicting Lake Kegonsa or Lake Waubesa dynamics out of sample compared 562 to a simple model with only a lake-specific intercept and no intra-annual variability (Table   563 ??).
564
V: Computational and statistical issues when fitting
565
HGAMs
566
Which of the five model formulations should you choose for a given data set? There are two 567 major trade-offs to consider. The first is the bias-variance trade-off: more complex models 568 can account for more fluctuations in the data, but also tend to give more variable predictions, 569 and can overfit. The second trade-off is model complexity versus computational cost: more 570 complex models can include more potential sources of variation and give more information 571 about a given data set, but will generally take more time and computational resources to fit 572 and debug. We discuss both of these trade-offs in this section. We also discuss how to extend 573 the HGAM framework to fit more complex models.
574
Bias-variance trade-offs
575
The bias-variance trade-off is a fundamental concept in statistics. When trying to estimate to be traded off when fitting models. For instance, rather than estimating a population mean 581 from data, we could simply use a predetermined fixed value regardless of the observed data 6 .
582
This estimate would have no variance (as it is always the same regardless of what the data 583 look like) but would have high bias unless the true population mean happened to equal zero.
584
Penalization is useful because using a penalty term slightly increases model bias, but can 585 substantially decrease variance (Efron & Morris, 1977) .
586
In GAMs, the bias-variance trade-off is managed by the terms of the penalty matrix, and 587 equivalently random effect variances in HGLMs. Larger penalties correspond to lower variance,
588
as the estimated function is unable to wiggle a great deal, but also correspond to higher 589 bias unless the true function is close to the null space for a given smoother (e.g., a straight 590 line for thin plate splines with 2nd derivative penalties, or zero for a random effect). The 591 computational machinery used by mgcv to fit smooth terms is designed to find penalty terms 592 that best trade-off bias for variance to find a smoother that can effectively predict new data.
593
The bias-variance trade-off comes into play with HGAMs when choosing whether to fit 594 separate penalties for each group level or assign a common penalty for all group levels (i.e., for the least variable group levels, over-smoothed (biased) estimates for the most wiggly terms,
599
or a mixture of these two, depending on the fitting criteria.
600
We developed a simple numerical experiment to determine whether mgcv's fitting criteria (Fig. 17b) . This implies that assuming equal smoothness will result in underestimating 6 While this example may seem contrived, this is exactly what happens when we assume a given regression coefficient is equal to zero (and thus exclude it from a model).
The ideal case would be to assume that among-group penalties follow their own distribution (estimated from the data), to allow variation in smoothness while still getting the benefit 624 of pooling information on smoothness between groups. This is currently not implemented there is no need to estimate inter-group variability, model 1 will typically be more efficient. The most straightforward factor that will affect the amount of computational resources is the 
668
Including a global smoother (models 2 and 3 compared to models 4 and 5) will not generally 669 substantially affect the number of coefficients that need to be estimate ( be slower than gam() (Figure 18 ). As the number of groups increases, computational time Note that bam() can be somewhat less computationally stable when estimating these models
701
(i.e., less likely to converge).
702
The second option is to fit models using one of two dedicated mixed effect model estimation 
716
7 It is also possible to speed up both gam() and bam() by using multiple processors in parallel, whereas this is not currently possible for gamm() and gamm4(). For large numbers of grouping levels, this should speed up computation as well, at the cost of using more memory. However, computation time will likely not decline linearly with the number of cores used, since not all model fitting sets are parallelizable, and performance of cores can vary. As parallel processing can be complicated and dependent on the type of computer you are using to configure, we do not go into how to use these methods here. The help file ?mgcv::mgcv.parallel explains how to use parallel computations for gam() and bam() in detail. Figure 18: Elapsed time to estimate the same model using each of the four approaches. Each data set was generated with 20 observations per group using a unimodal global function and random group-specific functions consisting of an intercept, a quadratic term, and logistic trend for each group. Observation error was normally distributed. Models were fit using model 2: y s(x, k=10, bs="cp") + s(x,fac, k=10, bs="fs", xt=list(bs="cp"), m=1). All models were run on a single core. smoothers so that they always sum to zero at any given point (avoiding the collinearity issue).
776
Also, see below for more information on functional regression.
777
A brief foray into the land of Bayes
778
As mentioned in section II, the penalty matrix can also be treated as the inverse of a prior Bayesian is a somewhat unavoidable consequence of the equivalence of random effects and 793 splines -if we think that there is some true smoother that we wish to estimate, we must take 794 8 For model 2 both the factor-smoother, and tensor products of random effect ("re") and other smooth terms do not have a penalized nullspace by construction (they are full rank), as noted above. For model 3 groupwise terms, we used basis types that had a penalty added to the nullspace, so called "shrinkage" methods: bs="ts", "cs", or "ps" have this property.
a Bayesian view of our random effects (splines) as we do not think that the true smoother 795 changes each time we collect data (Wood, 2017a, Section 5.8).
796
This also means that HGAMs can be included as components in a more complex fully Bayesian 797 model. The mgcv package includes a function jagam() that can take a specified model 798 formula and automatically convert it into code for the JAGS (or BUGS) Bayesian statistical 799 packages, which can be adapted by the user to their own needs.
800
Similarly, the brms package (Bürkner, 2017), which can fit complex statistical models using products, which means all of the models fitted in this paper can be fit by brms.
805
Beyond HGAMs: functional regression 806 The HGAMs we have discussed are actually a type of functional regression, which is an 807 extension of standard regression models to cases where the outcome variable y i and/or the to estimate a smooth function that varies between grouping levels.
812
We have deliberately focused our paper on these simpler classes of functional regression to fit these models, and should be usable by anyone familiar with mgcv modelling syntax.
825
Functional regression is also a major area of study in Bayesian statistics (e.g., Kaufman, Sain
826
& others (2010)).
827
Conclusion
828
HGAMs are a powerful tool to model intergroup variability, and we have attempted to 829 illustrate some of the range and possibilities that these models are capable of, how to fit them, 830 and some issues that may arise during model fitting and testing. Specifying these models and 831 techniques for fitting them are active areas statistical research, so this paper should be viewed
